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ARNHEM, 12th. August 19 6̂.

N S T H *  5
IN THE NALiE OF THE QUEE2U

The Special tfourt in ARNHEM has passed the following 
sentence in the case of the Chief Prosecutor against:

FRIEDRICH CHRISTIAN CHRIST IMIS KN.
bom 12th December 1897 WIJK (island of FOHR),
ex-Gener&l der Flieger,
living in Germany, 

now detained in ARNHEM prison, ACCUSED:
The Special Court;
In view of the investigation at the sitting;
Having heard the demand made by the Chief Prosecutor;
Having heard the accused, assiäed in his defence by Dr,
J.H. ARNOLD, advocate, ARNHEM;
Considering that the accused has been charged j 

that he in the Netherlands, during the time of and in connection 
*ith the war of agression begun by Germany against the Nether» 
lands on 10th L'ay 19**0 £fcd before 15th Hay 19l|-5, as a German 
military commander in tMs country, that is as V/ehrmachtsbefehls- 
haber in de* Niederlande. , at anyrate in the aefrlve military 
service of or with the üurman enemy, misusing his power and 
authority as such:

1. 1. intentionally, contrary to the laws and customs of war, after 
an attempt had been made in ROTTERDAM on or about 7th August 19̂ 2 
by one or more persons then unknown to attack a train transpor
ting German soldiers, as a retaliatory measure caused Netherlands! 
hostages to be shot by presenting a demand to this effect to the 
Reichskommiisar für die besetzten niederländischen Gebiete and/ 
or the Höhere SS- und Polizeiführer, also Generalkommissar für . 
aas Sicherheitswesen, and urging these functionaries or one of 
them to have such a measure carried out and holding a conference 
with them or one of them for the purpose of having such a measure 
taken, as a result of which five Netherlanders who were innocent 
of the attempted attack; namely: Dr. R. BAELDE, Chr* BENNEKERS, 
Dr. Count O.E.G. van LIfJBURG STIRUM, W.RUYS and Baron A.SCHIM- 
MELPENNINCK van der OYE, were shot and killed by a firing-squad 
on or about 15th August 19l̂2 in GOIRLE municipality;

2 . intentionally, contrary to the laws and customs of war, after a 
German soldier had been shot dead in HAARLEli on or about 30th 
January 19*+3 by ono or more persons unknown demanded of and/or 
urged the Höhere SS- und Polizeiführer who was also Generalkom
missar für das Sicherheitswesen and/or the Reichskommlssar für 
die besetzten niederländischen Gebiete that a number of Nether
lands citizens should be shot as a retaliatory measure, as a

‘K i W :  E M ;  i M a w ,P. WEY and I. ZWANENELTK, of whom it was in no 
or proved that they v;ere concerned in carrying 

out that attack, were shot and killed by a firing-squad on or 
about 2nd February 19^3 in BLOEKEUDAAL municipality;

3?—in^ntionallyi contrary to the ItM it-tsnd—evtztons-of-war and/or «

result of which
I:
way established

—of humanity-
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3 * intentionally, contrary to the lav/s and customs of v.ar 
and/or of humanity, after an attack had been made in or 
near PUTTEN on the night of 30th September - 1st Octobrr 
19^ on German soldiérs sitting in a car, by his orders, 
at anyrate by his instructions, caused as a retaliatory 
measure a great part of the able-bodied male population 
of PUTTEN to be arrested by German troops under his vommand ,
and had them hended over to the SS. to be taken off to
Germany, as a result of which these men with a fext excep
tions were deported to Germany where the majority of them ,
died in horrible circumstances, caused women, children and 
old people to be driven out of their homes in PUTTEN and
had a great number of houses in PUTTEN set on fire and des
troyed 5
at anyrate, in case that charged under 3 (taken in conjunc
tion with what appears in the opening of the indictment) 
might not lead to a conviction:
after an attack had been made in or near PUTTEN on the 
night of 30th September - 1 st October 19^ on German soldias 
sitting in a car, as the superior of the German military 
men on staff and of the German troops charged with carrying 
out the retalaitory measures, intentionally allowed that 
the military men on his staff, who were subordinated to him,« 
caused German troops under his command to arrest a great 
part of the able-bodied male population of PUTTEN and had
them handed over to the SS to be taken off to Germany, as a
result of which these men with a few exceptions were deportee 
to Germany where the majority of them died in horrible cir
cumstances; caused women, children and old people to be 
driven out of their homes in PUTTEN and had a great number 
of houses in PUTTEN set on fire and destroyed; 
he, the accused, although he knew, at anyrate understood, 
that retaliatory measures which were contrary to the laws 
and customs of war would be taken against PUTTEN and/or 
the inhabitants of PUTTEN on account of the said attack, 
at anyrate-although of -the salé attack, at anyrate although 
ho understood that there was a great possibility of such 
retaliatory measures being taken, having given the military 
men on his staff a free hand in the issuing of orders con- | 
cerning the retaliatory measures to be taken and the execu
tion of sameij and having exercised no control over this;
Considering that at the sitting of the Court the accused 
has stated with regard to all ¿he acts Y/ith which he is 
charged t

"On 29th May 19**0, after having been appointed "Wehr
machtsbefehlshaber in die Niederlände"-Gommander of the 
German Forces in the Netherlands*- (to be further called 
WBN) by the itlhrer, ADOLF HITLER, I took over the command I
of the German troops in the Netherlands from General von 
FALKENHAUSEN and exercised this function until the capitu
lation of the German army in the Netherlands in 19^5«

My powers as "Wehrmachtsbefehlshaber" were among other 
things fixed and specified in an "Erlass dps Führers»
(Führer Decree) dated 18th Hay 19**0 of which paragraphs 2 
and 3 read:

Par ?.s " The German Wehrmachtsbefehlshaber in the >
Netherlands exercises sovereign military rights; his 
demands in the civil domain v/ill be accomplished by 
the Reichskommissar. He has the right to order those 
measures necessary for the execution of his military 
instructions an^ for military security. The same right 
belongs to the Oberbefehlshabers of the Y/ehrmacht 
sections."

-anFt 3«-

-2 -
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car ’’The Reichskommissar may make use of German 
police organs for the carrying out of his orders. The 
German police organs are at the disposition of the 
Yiehrmachtsbefehlshaber in the Netherlands as far as 
this is demanded by military requirements and the tasks , 
of the Reichskommissar allow of it." 

as well as in an "Lrlass des Führers" dated 20th May 19***+ of 
which paragraph 5 reads* ,

par 5: »'Demands by the Y/ehrmacht which are to be carried 
out in the civil domain shall be presented by the V/ehr
macht sbefehlshaber to the Reichskommissar for the occu
pied Netherlands territories. Demands which the Oberbe
fehlshabers of the V/ehrmacht sections may wish to make in I 
the civil domain must be sent in via the Wehrmachtsbe
fehlshaber in the Netherlands. If in cases of urgent 
necessity the Oberbefehlshabers contact tho Reichskommis- 
sar direct the VVehrmachtsbefehlshaber cust be informed 
of this.

In the case of a military threat to the Netherlands 
territories the Wehrmachtsbefehlshpber is empowered to ■ 
order all measures desirable for defence, this in the 
civil domain also. Here too he must give his orders as 
far as possible through the Reichskomrcissar."
T knew during the years 19i*0-191+5 that the war of agres- I 

sJon begun by Germany against the Kingdom of the Netherlands on 10th 
2*ay 19*K) vas still going on;"

inside ring, with, rerard to that, charged in the opening 
of the indictnent and under 1 *
that the following have declared as witnesses at the sitting of the 
Court i
HANS ALBIN KAUTER3

"AAfter an attack on a German military train carrying a 
great number of men going on leave had taken place in ROTTERDAM on 
7th August 19^2, the V»'BN, the accused CliRK’IANSEN, demanded satis- (
faction for this. As a result of the attack a conference took place 
In the Hague, at which in addition to the Reichskommissar, the 
accused and I myselff several other persons 7/ere also present. At 
this meeting the accused, by direction as he said of the Oberkomman
do der Wehrmacht - Defence Ministry - (further to be called the
O.K.W.), demanded of the Reichskommissar that as a retaliatory 
measure for the attack twenty hostages should be shot. He wished 
however before this was proceded with to give the author(s) the 
opportunity to report himself (themselves;, this to take place 
before midnight on 1^th August 19̂ 2. A Wehrmacht matter was con- f 
cerned here but as "Höhere SS- und Polizeiführer" I also had to be 
consulted. I personally was against the execution of hostages parti
cularly in this case, because in my opinion the attack here was made 
by Communists, because -wad^considered that the author (s) must first 
of all be sought and because the attack failed and not one German 
soldier lost his life as a result of it. I informed the company 
of all this but the accused maintained his ground and insisted that 
twenty hostages be shot. The meeting lasted from 9 a.m. till 12 
noon. As a compromise it was finally decided to shoot five hostages.> 
The accused then on or about 8th Augustu19^2 had the "Eekairfcraachung"* 
(announcement), the text of which I have heard road out here, publis
hed in the daily press.

After a list then containing the names of twenty hostages 
qualified for shooting had been drawn up by Dr. HARS,irER,s deputy,
S.S. Standartenführer KNOLLE, in collaboration with the leader of the

-of the-
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S.D, Aussenstelle in ROTTERDAM. I togehker with KHOLLE and the 
said leader chose from the list five persons who v/ere the most 
politically tainted. I remember that among these five werex 
RUYS, BAELPE and BEUNEKERS, and two more* After this I sent 
the papers to the Reichskommissar who then asked that among the, 
five people to bo shot should be included two who^ came close 
after the Queen« Two of the persons on the list, those whose 
names I do not rembmber, where then scratched off and in their 
place came van LBfihURG S’ilhUIi and SCHL’liELPENNINCK van der OYE. 
On Wednesday 12th August 19^2 I talked this affair over once 
more with the accused at CRAILOO. I already knew then that the 
S.D. in ROTTERDAM was on the track of the author(s) and I told 
the accused this# The latter however answered that he stuck 
to it that the author(s) must be found before Saturday otherwise 
the executions would go through irrevocably,

I cannot remember that witness SCHREIEDER rang me up 
about this matter on the evening of 1^th August 19*+2, W t  if 
he says this was the case I do not then dispute it. I do know 
that KNOLLE telephoned me that evening and told me something 
similar to vhat SCHREIEDER decides he brought to my notice, I 
passed KNOLI£* s information on to the accused that same evening. 
The answer given by the latter came do7/n to this, that the exe
cutions must go through now that nothing concrete had yet been
found,

I v/as the executive authority here and had to give order* 
for the executions. KNOLLE received instructions for this from 
me and I directed general SCHUMAN< Befehlshaber der Ordnungs- 
polizei, to take over the five hostages from KNOLLE and to 
exccute them, I know that the five hostages, whose names appear 
more fully in the "Bekanntmachung" dated 15th August which I 
have heard read out here, were shot and killed by a firing-
squad in GOIRLE on 1 ?th August 19*+2;"
JOSEPH SCIIRTi: 3EDKR X

"After an attack had been made on a German military 
train in ROTXERDAK during the evening of 7 th August 19^2 I 
started an investigation into the matter and with the help 
of ANTON van der V7AALS, who v/as my secret agent, tried to 
trace the author or authors.

Already on 10th August VAN TFR WAaLS told me that in 
a caf€ in ROTTERDAM he had got into contact with a man who in 
his opinion v/as a communist and who, to Judge by his tales, had 
carried out the attack in question, either alone or with hel
pers, In connection with the announcement by the W.B.H that 
hostages v/ould be shot if the author did not report to the 
police before midnight on iVth August or was not denounced 
by the population, I then rang up witness RAUTER and told 
him I v/as playing a little game and already had contact with 
the author who belonged to communist circles. I added that I 
v/as giving this information so that he, RAUTER, would try 
to prevent hostages being shot. RAUTER then asked me for the 
author*s name, to which I replied that I did not know it but 
that I could definitely spy that the person alluded to by me 
v.as the author, or one of the authors, and that he was a com
munist 5"

"After an attack had been made in ROTTERDAM on 7th 
August 19^' on a German military train I immediately notified 
the O.K.W. I then received orders from the O.K.W. that a number 
of hostages v/ere to be "in Anspruch genommen" (demanded) and 
that I v/as to pass this order on to the Reichskommissar. I said 
to the people on my staff thenx "Jetzt, haben wir die Mord- 
Schweinerei da (nov: we have that filthy murder business)"*

-In-
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In connection with this attack the Reichskommissar 
held a meeting in the Hague on 8th August 19*+2 at which in 
addition to the latter, wilness RAUTER,Iand several other persons 
were present« I then passed on the O.K.Y/.’s demand to the Reichs* 
komnissar and urged that a number of hostages should be shot 
as a retaliatory measure for the said attack. It was finally 
decided at that gathering to have five hostages shot. The pu
blications in the daily papers concerning this matter, and 
which I havo heard read out lierey are known to me. We were 
bound by the order from the O.K.V:. to shoot hostages and could 
not get out of it through hints that people wore perhaps on the 
track of some of the authors whose names were not even known.
I know that as a result of the aforementioned demand made by 
me the five hostages named in the daily paper dated 15thrrAugust 
already referred to, v.’hich hostages were innocent of the in 
question were shot and killed by a firing-squad in GOIRLE muni
cipality on 15th August 19̂ 2.
In military natters I was witness RAUTEP.’s chief."

Considering that a statement dated 1 st Hay 19^7 made out on 
oath of office by JAN GLY.A D, state detective 1st class, post 
GRONINGEN, contains that ALBERT KONRAD GEMXKLR. born 27th 
September 1907 in Düsseldorf, declared in brief to the above:

I was commandant of the camp for hostages at St. iilCHIELS- 
GESTEL in Noord-Brabant from 27th June 19^2 to 12th October 
19^2 inclusive. I was present one day in August 19^2 when five 
hostages, nrned respectivelyx SCHIkl^ELPENNINCK van der OYE,
Court VAN LB3URG STIRU1!, BAELDE, BLNNEKERS and RUYS, coming 
from the St. lilCHIEL-GESTEL and HAAREN camps, were shot at a 
spot on the heath in NOGRD-BEABANT by a firing squad consisting 
of Vo men. Obersturmbannführer Ki.OLLE WAs in charge here."

Considering that a "Bekanntmachung11 (announcement) dated!
The Hague, Cth August, reads as follows:

"Further to his "Bekanntmachung" of 13-7-19^2 which appeared 
in all Netherlands newspapers, the following is officially made 
known by order of General der Flieger Fr. CHRISTIANSEN, Wehr- l 
machtsbefphlshaber in the Netherlands.

An attack by irresponsible elements was made in Rotterdam 
on 7th August on a German Väirmacht railway train. A IXitch rail
way nan while dojjtg his duty feel a victim to the attempt.

If before midnight on Friday, 1*hth August , the authors 
do not report to the police, or by the co-operation of the 
population are not denounced, a number of hostages will be ap
prehended by virtue of the "Bekanntmachung" of the Y/ehrmachts 
befellshaber in the Netherlands and will psy for the said act 
of sabotage with their lives.

It is to the individual interest of the entire population 
that the authors should be caught in order to avoid this seizure 
of hostages. For information given in time to a German V/ehrmacht 
post or to the police and which loads to the apprehension of the 
authors the Wehrmachtsbefehlshaber in the Nethprlands promises 
a reward of f. 10 0.000.-.

All information will be treated in confidence.
The Höhere SS- und ’
Folizeführer und General- 
Kommissar für das Sicher
heit sw es er.,

RAUTEN,
SS-und Gruppenführer und 
Generalleutnant der Polizei". H

-con3id3ring-
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Considering hfcat a MB<^anntma chung" dated: The Hague 
15th August, reads us follows:

"As 4? spite of the urgent demands cf the V'ehrmachtsbe- 
fehlsh&ber, General der Flieger CRIESTIANSEN, the authors of the 
explosives attack in ROTTERDAM were too cowardly to give them
selves up, the following hostages were claimed and were today 
shot:

1. BUYS, Willem, General Director, ROTTF.PDAIf;
2. Count F.O.G. van LIfJiURG-STIRUM, AFNHEK;
3. B/i£LDE, Robert, Doctor of Laws, ROTTERDAM;

BERNEKERS, Christoff el, former Chief Inspector of 
Police, ROTTERDAM;

5. Caron ALEXAIfDF.F. SCHILiKELPEHNWCK van der OYE,
K 0 OFJDG OUWE/Ze eland .

The HBhere SS-und PolizefEhrer 
Nordwest. -

S/RAUTER,
SS-CruppenfChrer und 
Generalleutnar.t der Folizei."

Considering, Chat a statement, of the lnterrogatbn of the 
accused by the fcxamlnr fc*anistrate dated 5th Kovember 19*t7 
(prod. 1 $2 V) contains the statement by the accused:

"I personally found the execution of hostages on 1 5 th 
August 19^2 inhuman, and as far as I can see it was also contrary 
to the laws and customs of war,"

Considering with regard to th?t charged In the opening 
of the indictment and under P :
that tne following have declared as witnesses at the sitting 
of the Court:
KAlIS.ALr>IK IiAUTLR:

"Aatter it had been reported to met that a non-commissioned *
officer of the Gorman V/ehrmncht had been shot and killed in 
HAARLEU on 30th January 19^3 by one or more persons who remained 
unknown, I was rung up about it by the accused who said that as 
a result of "Ftihrerbefehle" (orders issued by the Etlhrer) and
O.K.Yi. orders reprisals must be taken in this case. A "V.'ehrmachts 
angelogenheit*’ (Y/ehrmacht affair) whs concerned here and in 
military matters o£ that sort the accused was my chief. Very 
shortly after this a meeting wa3 held about the matter by the 
Reichskommissar in thh Hague at which meeting T was present. The 
accused was represented there by GAYKCW or EOtJRuIG. During the 
meeting the Reichskommissar held a telephone conversation in 
front of us with as he. saidf General CHRISTIAKSEN, and I ggthered 
from that conversation that CHRISTIANSEN war urging reprisals 
on the grounds of the "Ffihrerbefehle. Thf.t this was the case 
was also told us by the Reichskommissar. The Reichskommissar,
Cl IK1STIANSEN and I thereupon decided to take reprisals: 10 
people from Jewish-communist circles would be shot. This deci
sion was carried out. First a gr^at number cf persons coming ,
from communist circles were arrested in KAARLE1/ and district
and then 10 out of these, the names of whom I had published in 
the papers in the "Bekanntmachunn" dated 2nd February 19^3 
which I have Just heard read out hrro, ..ere shot on the said 
date in BLOEMENDAAL municipality. It was not established or 
proved tliat these persons wore eonccrnrd in the attack in ques
tion. " H

-V; illy LAGES-
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Vi ILLY LACKS l
"On 30th January 19^3 it was reported to me that a German 

non-commissioned officer, a so-called "Sanitator" (ambulance 
corps man), had been shot and killed that day in HAARLE1S by one 
or more unknown persons. As leader of the Sicherhoitsdienst 
Auusenstelle in AL'STERDAU I passed this news on at once to my 
chief, Dr. HARSIERJ Befehlshaber of the SIPO in The Hague.

One of Dr. HARSTER's departmental chiefs named DEPPNER 
dealt further with this matter. From the latter I received 
orders that 80 to 100 anti-German elements in HAARLEM and dis
trict were to be arrested, preferably Communists and 10 of them 
were to be shot as a retaliatory meauure in connection with the 
said attack. I then ordered two of my subordinates to effect 
these arrests and this was done. A selection of those to be shot 
was then made in the Hague, presumably by DEPPNER. I knov; that 
the 10 persons whose names are mentioned in the "Bekanntmachung" 
dated 2nd February 19*+3 which I have first heard read out here, 
were shot on this date in BL0EL1LNDAAL municipality as a retalia« 
tory measure for the said attack. Several similar attacks had 
previously taken place in HAARLEM but I was not at all certain 
that in this case a "Liebesaffaire" (Love affair) was concerned. 
The aforesaid ten persons were executed before the investigation 
being carried out by my Aussendienststelle was closed. It was 
not established or proved that they had been concerned in the 
attack. DEPPNLR told me that this retaliatory measure 7/as taken 
at the urgent request of the W.B.N., General CUBISTIANSEN.

This attack was a "Wehrmachtsangelegenheit"

"I remember that one day about the end of January 19*+3 
a German non-commissioned officer was shot dead in HAARLEM by 
one or more persons unknown. Such important occurences were 
immediately told me at the conference I held with ray staff each 
morning. This attack was a "Wehrmachtsangelegenheit". It is 
very possible that directly I had heard the news I rang witness 
RAUTER up personally and talked the matter over with him. I 
believe that I did then say that sharp action must be taken 1
here. In the "Vortrag" (report) in which this attack was repor
ted to me I was also informed that in the present case there was 
no question of a "Liebesaffaire", so that, in connection also 
with the FQhrer’s orders, strong measures 7/ore necessary.

I also know that as a result of this attack a meeting 
was held in the Hague presided over by the Reichskommissar for 
the purpose of talking over the measures to be taken. As I 
myself was prevented from taking part in this meeting I sent 
my Chef-Richter (head judge), or it may possibly have\ been 
GAYKOVV, to the Hague with authority to act a3 he thought best.

I cannot remember that during this meeting the Reichs
kommissar personally rang me up although this possibly did take 
place, but I do remember having heard that at the meeting the 
shooting of co mnunists as a retaliatory measure was discussed. 
Witness RAUTER would take the executive measures.

I admit that I demanded stern measures in connection 
with this HAARLEK attack. By "stern measures" I understand in 
the first place the shooting of the guilty parties and If these 
are not found then the shooting of communists, I understanding 
under this heading, terrorists, saboteurs and persons of Lhat 
sort.

I know that the 10 Netherlands citizens whose names 
appear in the "Bekanntmachung" dated 2nd. February 19V3 and 
signed by witness RAUTER, which document I have heard read out 
here, were shot and killed by a firing-squad on or about that « 
date in BLOEHENDAAL municipality, and I also know that It was

-no way-
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in no way established or poved that these persons were concerned 
in the said attack.

In military matters I was witness RAUTER's chief."
Considering- that a statement dated 12th March 19*»2 made 

out on oath of office by JAN PIETER HEULENBERG and LEEIIDERT BOTH,- 
special constables of the HAARLEM postf contains that LUCAS ALPEJB 
born 13 th July 1883, funeral undertaker, living in HAARLEM? 
stated in substance to the above:

"At about midnight on 1st February 19^3 I received orders 
from a German authority to see that I was present at 8*30 a.m. 
on 2nd February 19^3 at the hotel "Duln en Daal" in BLOEMENDAAL 
with 5 other persons, a lorry and 10 coffins, which order I fol
lowed. We were taken from the shot indicated to the so-called 
"Karmeltrap" by the BLOEMENDAAL "Kopje" where we had to wait.
Some moments later I heard salvos being fired near byf the sound 
coming from the dunes. A little while afterwards a detachment 
of Ordnungspollzei came out of the dunes from behind the "Kopje" 
f*e then received orders from one of them to take the coffins 
into the dunes. I then saw that at one spot in the dimes there 
were five posts standing to each of which a man was bound and 
just beyond this place another five posts to each of which also 
a man was bound. These men were dead and had bullet wounds in 
thhir heads. Among these dead I definitely recognised Dr.
DRILSiiA whom I knww and Rabbi FRKKK who both came from HAARLEM."

Considering that a "Be kanntma chung" dated The Hague. 2nd 
February 19*0, reads as follows:

"On the evening of Saturday, 30 th January last, a non
commissioned officer -bŷ the German Wehrmacht was shot down from 
behind in HAARLEM. The investigation immediately undertaken by 
the German Sicherheitspolizei has been unable to lead to the 
tracing of the author who however - the result of the investi
gation pointing to this - must be looked for in Xewisk-communist 
circles. In agreement with the Wehrmachtsbefehlshaber Niederlan- 
de, General der Flieger F. CHRISTIANSEN, the 10 hostages appearing 
below and coming from Jewish-communist circles in HAARLEM have 
been executed today as a reprisal for the treacherous murder of i 
a German soldier. In addition a fairly large number of communist 
agitators from this district hatoe been sent to a concentration 
camp. The names of those executed are as follows:

1. DRILSliA, Herbert 0., born 2-8-06 in AI!STERDAL’, 
living in HAARLEii.

2. FRANK, Philipp, born 9-8-10 in HILVEKSUK, 
living in HAARLEM.

3. CHAPOIi, Barend, born k-Q-8b in AilSTERDAii, 
living in liAARLEK.

b* ZWANENBEEK,Iwan.boro 18-11-02 in DELFT, 
living in HAARLEil.

5. REUMAN, Karel F., born 1-3-16 in SCH0TEN, 
living in KAARLELi.

6. de la RIE, Wijnand, born 30-9-99 in LEIDEN, 
living in HAARLEM.

7. LEBBE, Johannes Th., born 16- 2-87 in DEN HELDER, 
living in HAARLELI.

8. 1KAR&ENH0VEN, Simon, born 21-9-0W in VELSEN, 
living in VELSEN.

9. WEIJ, Pieter, born 22-11-03 in VELSEN, living 
in VELSEN.

10. STRENGH0LT, Roelof, bom 5-11-06 in AMSTERDAM, 
living in VELSEN.

-The Hague-
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The Hague, 2nd February 19 3̂*
The Höhere SS-und Polizeiführer 
NordY/est und Generalkomiaissar 
für das Sicherheitsv/esen, 

s/RAUTER
S.S.Gruppenführer und Generalleutnant 
der Polizei".

Conslaerlng with rerard to that charged in the opening 
of the Indictment and under
that the follov/ing have declared as v/itnesses at the sitting 
of the Courti
m r z. iLm & w"During the night of Saturday 30th September Sunday 
1 st October 19W, an attack v/as made in PUTTEN on a car in 
which two German officers and tY/o German soldiers, all of 
the Hermann Göring division, Y/ere sitting* The officers were 
wounded . One of them was still able to drag himself to a 
farmhouse Y/here he died next-day, the other v/as carried off.
At that time I was Oberst of a Pantzer Grnnadier-Regiment 
of which one company wa^fetationed at PUTTEN. These troops 
cane under the Wehrmachtsbefehlshaber in the Netherlands.
I reported the said attack by Telephone to General von 
WOLISCH, the W.B.N.*s Chief of Staff, on the morning of 
Sunday 1st October 19^« The latter then ordered me to sur
round PUTTEN and have the whole population arrested. I had thi 
order carried out by the German troops under my command. The 
men Y/ere put into the school, the women in the church. After 
this that same Sunday I got telephonic orders from VON V.OLISCH 
to take the follov/ing retaliatory measures for the said attack
1 . have those guilty shot;
2. bum PUTTEN down, with the exception of the house of that

farner who had taken the wounded officer in; I could 
also spare the housed of those who were pro-German;

3 . evaaate the v/omen and children;
*+. deport^ab transportieren") the male inhabitants of PUT1EN 

aged 18-50. 1

Von ?/üllsch said further in answer to my question about this, 
that a train would be in PUTTEN station next morning to take 
away the men and that I must hand them over to the SS. for 
this purpose. I asked for a Y/ritten Confirmation of the order 
and this v/as handed to me on the night of Sunday 1st-i£onday
2nd. Jay batman FISCHER is one of the people who saw and read
that order. The order was written on paper headed: "Wehrmachts 
befehlshaber in den Niederlanden'*
The next morning, Monday 2nd October 19Mf, the men aged 18©50 
were collected togehier on the market square. I then in the 
church where the women and children v/ere read out the above 
written order which was translated by the police lieutenant, 
witAess OTTEN. The same day I had the following retaliatory 
measures v/hich had been ordered taken in PUTTEN against the 
population:
I had **00 to 500 inhabitants of PUTTEN, v/hom I had had arres
ted the previous day by troops under my command handed over to 
the SS-battalions for taking away, and towards evening on 
2nd October 19M* I had a number of houses in FUTIEN set on 
fire by the aforesaid troops. I further had the women and 
children evacuated from that part of the village which was to 
be burned.

All this I did by order of the Yi.B.N.
I think that during the second tele hone converstaion I mentio* 
ned, Von WULISCH 3aid further something about the men being

-taken-
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taken off to Germany for the "Arbeitseinsatz". In understood 
that the aforesaid retaliatory measures against Mitten and Its 
inhabitants which I was ordered to carry out were contrary to 
humanity.

The written diary shown me here by the President, and from 
which I have heard the passage of which mention will be made 
later read out here (prod E from the dossier against FULLRIEDE), 
is mine. I wrote it later from notes.“
iV'iiiiius gi pappus, oit o ;.*.

"When th' action took place in PUTTEN early in October 
19^ I was a 1st Lieutenant in the Wotcrisrd Police there* The 
‘'Oterst" who v/as in command at that time of the German troops 
there was the witness FULLhltDL. After an attack had been made 
near PUTTEN on the night of 30th September-1 st October on a car 
in which were German officers, the entire population of PUTTEN 
v/as brought together on the market square on Sunday, 1 st. October 
19^f* The men were shut up in the school and the women in the 
church. The women and children were released that evening but 
had to return next day. On the l-onday morning 2nd October 19^, 
the men were formed up on the market, the women, who had brought 
them their food, having to remain in the church. FULLRIEDE then
ordered me to go into the church too and there he read out the
V/.B.N.'s order which v/as in German after which I translated it 
into Dutch by his instructions. That order contained the retalia 
tory measures which would be taken against PUTTEN in connection !
with the said attack. Among other things appeared in it that the 
male population of PUTIEN between the age s of 18 and 50 was to be 
taken off and PUTTEN must be burned down. After this FULLRIEDE 
gave orders to take away the male inhabitants and to set a number 
of houses on fire. The men who were collected together on the 
market square were than taken by German troops to the station and 
taken av/ay by train. The women and children had to evacuate those 
houses which were to be burned down and this they did. Setting 
the houses on fire started about 5 o’clock that afternoon. I
myself saw 5 set alight. I saw witness FULLRIEDE leave PUTTEN
towards 7 o'clock. After that several other houses, also a cinema . 
hall and ift̂ cafg, were fired. About 100 houses wore burned down, 
iiany of the men taken away never returned and all of them were 
deprived of their liberty for more than^a month."
IIANS A LB IN RAUTKRs

"I think it was first through General SCII0NGARTH, Befehls- 
haber der Sicherheitspolizei, that I heard about the attack on 
a car In which German officers of the Hermann G6ring regiment 
v/ere sitting and which took place in the neighbourhood of PUTTEN 
on the night of 30th September - 1st October 19^. In arty case 
it was SCIiONGARTH who informed me that the V.ehrmacht v/as demanding 
stern retaliatory measures in connection with this attack and 
said to me that Qeneral Von WULISCH,Chief of Staff of the W.B.N. 
CHRISTIANSEN, wanted as one of these measures to have the male 
inhabitants of PUTTEN transported to Germany for the "Arbeits
einsatz"* A Wehrmacht matter was concerned here. I then suggested 
to SCR0NGARTH that the male inhabitants under 50 who were suitable 
for the purpose should be put to do civilian work on the NetherlaiE 
German frontier, and also to have 3ome socalled "Todeskandidaten" 
from the neighbourhood of PUTTEIi shot. It turned out however that 
there were no such "Todeskandidaten*1 on hand and neither Von 
Y.TJLISCH nor I wanted to have hostages executed in connection with 
this affair. Very shortly after this SCH0. GARTH rang me up and told 
me that in W.B.N.'‘"bisections v/ere raised at ainst ’carrying the men
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off to Germany for the so-called "free" Arbeitseindatz anĉ f 
that these same circles called for more radical measures.
Tl:e male population of PUTTEN betv/een 10 and 50 were there
fore taken via AMTiSFGOKT to "NEUEMGAUliE" camp in Germany.
This occurted because the «ehrmacht did not find it a stern 
enough measure to set those men to do free v:ork in Germany. 
nAmorsroart.1’ camp v.'as a so-culled '‘rurchgangslager'1(transit 
camp) for Germany (an "Arbf itseincatzlager,,). I already heard 
on Sunday 1st October 19UU that it was the V.ehrmaht's inten
tion to send the PUVVLN men to Germany,"

Considering that a statement of interrogation bv the 
Examining ¿magistrate of the ¿>prclal Court at AhNKEKy Dr. 
de ZAAYER, aated ?.9th November 19^6 (prod. ¿5) contains In sub3t . 
stance the statement as witness of:
HT IN? HRJ.MTiTH VON WPLISCH»

"I v/as warned one morning that the evening before 
or the previous night an attack had been made on two of our 
officers on the road between AilEIlSFOORT and ZWOLLE. It was at 
the time that the Allies were advancing near the ALBERT Canal.
I at once took the necessary steps before going to General 
CHIRSTIANSEN to report the matter to him. This affair was £ 
"V.’ehrmachtsangelegenhelt" and the reaction to It ought also 
to originate with the Wehrmaht. When I made my report about 
it to General CHRISTIAIISEN the latter was "sehr erregt” (very 
excited), he walked excitedly up and down the room and said 
something like: "ras ganze Nest mus’z angcsteckt werden und die 
ganse Bande a^ die and gestellt (the whole place must be set 
on fire and the entire gang put up against the wall)."
General CHRISTIANSEN without going into details then gave ordert 
for sharp action to be taken, I talked over with Oberst von 
HOLLER the order that we would lay before General CHRIST IAIISEN 
and this draft order which we talked over that afternoon was 
signed by General CHRISTIANSEN when he had completely calmed 
down.

If I remeber rightly the order contained the follo
wing among other things: the greater part of FUTTEN village,
In the neighbourhood of which the assault had been committed, 
fcust be burned to the ground with the exception of public 
buildings and those belonging to "deutsch-freundliche1' civi
lians (civilians friendly to the Germans). It Is not impossible , 
that It also appeared in this order that the inhabitants were 
to be taken off, but then that was for the Arbeitseinsatz.
This order certainly went to Oberst FULLRIEDE inciting, but 
it was only after it had been signed that I first also told 
him all about It on the telephone. Later when I was living 
in Germany I learnt that a great number of the civilians taken 
away had died In Germany.”

Considering that at the sitting of the Court the 
accused CHRIST JANSEN has stated:

n0n 29th Novembor 19^6 I was present at the inter
rogation of General von WOLISCH by the examining magistrate 
DR. de SAAl'ER and concuî fully in what my Chief of Staff then 
stated, vhtdh statement I now hear read out. I have not noticed 
anything incorrect in what he said. It also stands to reason 
that I personally signed the written order to Obeat FULLRIEDE 
concerning PUT TEN although I do not no.v remonber it. However 
I always did sign such orders personally. It also carraqt- 
that I was very excited after receiving the news about the "
FUTiSK attack. Leaving adide who signed the order in o^stion
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I must admit that I knwe all about orders in the matter of a 
"PUTTE!!" action and that this action had my approval* I know 
furhfcer that General SCHONGARTK was mixed-up in this affair.
The measures taken against PUTTLH were "vergeldingsmaatregelen" 
(retaliatory measures). These wore always taken quickly."

Considering that a <*l>.ry shown tc witness FULLP.IF.DE 
contains among other things:

"2nd October, by order of $ERLI!J via the Y.’.B.H. all 
men from 18-50 JHrH: be deported to Germany for the Arbeits- 
einsatz, all women evacuuted and TUI.¿hi burned down. The men
:-y be made ovei^tho SS. for deportation anc dispatch”, while
the following also appears:
"Instead of some 600 houses only 87 blown up and burned".

Considering that a letter fitted 20th April 19^6 and 
signed: "HUrOLF FISCKFK". adresr.ed to: "The ixlilitary Court,
The Hague, Holland, contains among other things:

"I was Oberst FULLR2EDE*s odcrly from 1939 and know 
ell about the affair (PUTTER)« Oberst FlJLLHn.DE received orders 
to burn the town down, to shoot the mftle inhabitants If guilty 
and to remove the other men between the ages of 18 and 50 to
Germany for work thoite, to evacuate the women and children,etc."j

Considering that a statement do tod 17 th iJarch 19*f7 
made out on oath of office by ALBERT KUILHAN, inspector 2nd 
class in the State Criminal Investigation Department {prod. ‘ 
120/V), contains that the following statement was made to 
him in substnace^KARL PFTKR DFPG: «

"At the tire of the action in PUT TEN «*el was comman
dant of the Eollzeiliches Durchgang3lager in AIcERSFOOKT. On 
2nd October 19^ Oberst PAUSINGER of the Streifendienst (patrol 
service) and a Luft affe Oherstleutnant came to me and asked 
whether I had room for about 600 prisoners from FUTTEN who 
had been arrested by the Y»ehrmacht, They told me that it would 
only bo for a fow days. These prisoners arrived in the camp 
at AMERSFOOKT at about U p.m. the san̂ e day. They were guarded 
by an SS; battalion. I got orders Is*ter to make up a transport 1
of about U00 persons for BEUFNGAWiE and the prisoners from 
PUTTEN must belong to this. This transport left for German^bn 
the 11th or 12th October 19^lv. I released seme of the prisoners 
from PUTTEN."

Considering that a written document bearlnr at the top 
"? .L i. 2707 - (1) 2-10-*Mf 20.30 o‘clock I C Evening* Kcr.ort 
W.B. Neth. I C (uffz. 5CHLEGLL)" contains among other things:
1. Some 3. Supply trains Friesland area, 1 attack o Wehrmacht 

motor car, 1 officer wounded, carried off, 1 officer fallen,
1 soldier badly wounded, south of PUTTEK^P^Jkm. V/. APEL- 
POORN) (Retaliatory measures: able-bocieal>117̂-?'6' to Germany

for compulsory labour. Rest of population evacuated, FUTIEK 
burned down o^cept fcr houses of fi.S.B. persons and Netherlander: 
friendly to\ the Germans etc.

deceived: 0. Gefr. PI ICIILLBOHliEfc. "
Considering further with regard to the acts charged in 

the opening of the in ictment rid under 3 in particular: 
that it is moreover a fact of general knowledge that causing par 
of a village to be burned to the ground, women and children to b 
evacuated and a great number of men to be taken away to the 
country of the occupant from the fcory nature of the acts themO
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themselves runscounter to all rules of humanity, and also 
that, except under special circumstances v/hich in this instance 
haue not appeared at the sitting, everyone of the accused's 
education and position who gives orders for the aforesaid acts 
must be aware of the incompatibility of these orders with the 
elementary claims of humanity;

Considering that it Is also a fact of general knowledge 
that actions such as those declared proved, which containod 
reptisals whereby the aforementioned rights v.ere attacked and 
v/hereby in no single instance was a reasonable length of time 
waited in order that the tracing of the authors of the acts of 
resistance might be arrived at, and whereby there was no propor
tion of any sort between the seriousness of the act of resis
tance and the scope of the reprisals taken, Y/ere contrary to 
the aforementioned rules of international lav? as well as to the 
elementary rules of humanity, while it 13 also a fact of gene
ral knowledge that except under special circumstances, v/hich In 
this instance have not appairred at the sitting, everyone of the 
accused*s education and position v/ho causes such actions is 
aware that they are incompatible v/Ith the aforesaid rules, 
the Y/hich with regard to that charged under 1 even appears 
from the previously mentioned statements by t&e accused himself

Considering that the acts and circumstances appearing 
In the foregoing evidence and the above-mentioned acts and 
circumstances of general knowledge which are used as proof 
for each of the acts charged constitute an equal number of 
causal act3 and circumstances on the grounds of v/hich the Court 
deems proved and is convinced that the accused committed the 
acts v/ith which he is charged, on this understanding that it 
can be accepted as proved;
that he in the Netherlands, during the time of and in connec
tion with the war of aggression begun by Germany against the 
Netherlands on 10th May 19**0 and before 15th May 19^5, as Ger
man military commander in this country, that is as Wehrmachts- 
befehlshaber in die Niederlfinde, misusing his power and • 
authority as such:
1. intentionally, contrary to the lav/s and cunstoms of war, 

after an attempt had been mode in ROTTERDAM on 7th August 
19*4-2 by one or more persons then unknown to attack a train 
transporting German soldiers as a retaliatory measure caused 
Netherlands hostages to be shot by presenting a demand to 
this effect to the Reichskommissar fOr die besetzten nieder-* 
l&ndischen Gebiete and urging this functionary to have such 
a measure carried out and holding a conference with him
for the purpose of having such a measure taken, ns a result 
or v/hich five Netherlander v/ho were innocent of the attemp
ted attack, name>y DR. R. HALIDE, Chr. BLNHEVjciLRS, Dr.
Count O.E.G. van LH3URG STIKUK, W.RUYS and fcaron A.SCHBU 
laELPEKNINCK van der OYE, were shot and killed by a firing- 
squad on or about 15 th August 19^2 in GOIRLE municipality ;

2. Intentionally, contrary to the laws and customs of Y/ar, af
ter a German soldier had been shot dead in IIAARLEiJ on or 
about 30th January 19*+3 by on® or more persons unknovm 
demanded of and urged the KBhere SS- und Polizeifuhrer who 
was also Generalkommissar ftlr das Sicherheitswesen that a 
number of Netherlands cltizefe should be shot as a retalia
tory measure, as a result of which ten persons namely*

-B.CJ^ON-
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B.OJIAPON, II.0. DRILSMA? P. FRANK, T.Th. LEBBE, K.F. REUÎ AN, 
W. de la RIE, R. STREHGHOLT, S.WARITHHOVEN, P. Y/EY and I. 
ZV/ANEHBEEK, of whom it was in no way established or proved 
that they were concerned in carrying out that attack, were 
shot and killed by a firing-squaa on or about 2nd February 
19^3 in BLOEtiENPAAL municipality 5 

35 intentionally, contrary to the laws and customs of war and 
of humanity, after an attack had been made in or near PUTTEK 
on the night of 30th September-1 st. October 19^ on German 
soldiers sitting in a car, by his orders, at anyrate by 
his instructions, as a retaliatory measure caused a great 
part of the able-bodied male population of PUTTEN to be 
arrested by German troops under his command and had them 
handed over to the SS to be taken off to Germany, as a 
result of which these men with a few exceptions were depor
ted to Germany, caused women and children to be driven out 
of their homes in PUTTEN and hod a great number .of houses 
in PUTTEN set on fire and destroyed

Considering that where Illegitimacy as well as the 
intent of Illegitimacy form elements of the declaration 
that the charges have been proved Itself, the Court wihes 
in this connection to discuss the defences brought to bear 
against the declaration that these elements of the indict
ment have been proved as being defences against part of • 
this declaration;

l/nConsidering that^thir connection it Is advanced In th< 
first place that the actual transactions declared to be 
proved are not contrary to the laws and customs of war and 
to humanity because they could be justified as a defence on 
the part of the occupant again'jt a resistance illegitimately 
carried out by the population of the occupied territory;

Considering that counsel has argued in this/acts 
declared proved formed a reaction on the part of the occupaij 
would not have been permissible,in the first place because 
It is said to be o generally recognised rule in internatio
nal common lav/ that the civilian population of the occupied 
territory must refrain from attacks on the army of occu
pation, and in the second place, because these acts v/ould 
have been contrary to the obligations laid upon the inhabi
tants of the occupied territory Jby the Capitulation Pact co: 
eluded on l£th j,;ay 19̂ +0 by the Commander in Chief of the 
Combined land and sea forces;

Considering that the Court rejects this defence on the 
following grounds*

Considering that, even as international law in so far 
as it regulates the way in which a war and an occupation 
must be conducted makes no distinction between a legitimate 
ly or illegitimately begun war and a legitimate or illegiti 
mate occupation, this sane law In so far as it assures the 
occupant of exemption from punishment for his reaction to 
acts of resistance committed by citizens of the occupied 
territory does not depend either on the question as to 
whether this resistance is or is not legitimate, the answer 
to this being in essence jointly decided by the question 
of the legitimacy or Illegitimacy of the war Itself;

Considering that for this reason the grounds for *
exclusion v/hich International lav/ recognises for the 
belligerent and for the occupant continue to apply unabrid-

|fctL> ol-cCj nf -
Co JSrLliivft*.
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unabrifced even if it is definitely established that the war 
was begun illegitimately on the part of him who is appealing 
to these grounds for exclusion, and that thus also the question 
of the legitimacy or illegitimacy of the resistance committed 
can have no influence on the question as to whether *:he accused, 
who as a reaction to acts of resistance which had been committea ' 
carried out the actions declared proved, can appeal to an exclu
sion from punishment in virtue of international law, which 
question must therefore be answered quite independent of the 
defence brought forward;

Considering that the Court is aware that with this view 
a contradiction arises from the fact, that the same Internationa] 
law v/hicft forbids a war of aggression, nevertheless when such a 
v/ar is being carried on assures exemption from punishment*' to 
him who violated international lav/ by beginning that war,but
on the other hand it is the opinion of the Court that internatio»
nal law, in so far as it regulates the v/ay a war and occupation
must be conducted still had unabridged force and full validity
during the second world v/ar, and that the contradiction arising 
therefopm is a result of the state of Imperfection in which the 
international community found itself at the time the acts decla-i 
red proved were committed, which imperfect^s state has to be 
accepted by the Judge as the existing law;

Considering that the rule, that the legitimacy or illegiti« 
macy of resistance by civilians has no influence when answering 
the question as to whether the occupant can appeal to a ground 
for exclusion by international law in the present state of the 
latter, only admits.of exception if it concerns deeds by the 
inhabitants of the occupied territory which form a direct defenci 
against 4heiolation of international law by the occupant, which a 
acts are then a justifiable defence which the occupant may not 
punish or answer by reprisals, of which acts of resistance how
ever there is ncytalk in the present Instance;

Considering t’ at with regard to this the Court wished 
further to let it be known as its considered Judgment that It l 
does not subscribe to the arguments on the grounds of which 
counsel considers the resistance committed in the present case 
to be illegal;

Considering that Counsel has certainly advanced that it 
Is a rule of internationotCommon law that the civil population 
must refrain from attacks on the army of occupation, but that 
the Qourt denies that such a rule would exist, in the sense 
that the civil population would be violating a duty in^law vis- 
S-vis the occupant by acts of resistance such as occur£d here;

Considering that as long as international law^regulating 
the way avar and an occupation must be conducted does not dis
criminate between a legitimate and an illegitimate occupation 
a rule of that sort would be unthinkable;

Considering that if such a rule does exist it only has 
the significance that the civil population, if It considers 
itself justified in committing acts of resistance, must know 
that in general counter-measures within the limits set by 
international law may be taken against such with impunity by the 
occupant, and that therefore the question whether the civil po
pulation in occupied territory is Justified in acts of resistanc« 
must be answered entirely according to other standards and ap«*t 
from ‘he question as to whether acts of resistance maybe answerec* 
by reprisal measures;
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Cons id ering that the above explanation of the alleged 
rule is also in comptete agreement with the regulation made by 
international law with regard to espionage, according to which
a belligerent violates no right of the opposing party by making
use of espionage, while on the other hadiLespionage can be 
countered with ùmpunlty by the opposing party who may Inflict th 
?he severest penalties on the spies themselves;

Considering that counsel has appealed further to the 
contents of the Capitulation Pact concluded on 15th May 19*+0 
in order to demonstrate that the population of the Netherlands 
had a duty in law vis-à-vis the occupant to refrain from acts 
of resistance;

Considering that this appeal fails because-ap*rt from the 
fact that the said pact Itself does not contain such an obliga
tion on the civil population but only an obligation on the part 
of him who in the name of the Netherlands forces concluded
the pact to Issue such an order to the population, which obli
gation was moreover complied with - this pact is a capitulation 
one which can Impose no obligations on the civilians of the 
occupied territory unless ratified by the Netherlands Government 
which ratification did n<St take place;

Considering that Counsel has further advanced that the 
actions charged against the accused were not contrary to the 
rules and customs of war and to humanity because they would be 
justified by International law as reprisal measures;

Considering that as has already been weighed!? In the 
opinion df the Court it Is not the legitimacy of the reprisals 
taken which Is concerned here but only their exemption from 
punishment; and the Court will therefore also undeistand the 
defence in this sense;

Considering that the Court holds this defence to have no I 
foundation with regard to all the points of the indictment and 
the declaration whereby these v/ere said to have been proved ;

Considering that it is a fixed rule of international 
common law that if it is wished with impunity to take reprisal 
measures such as those declared proved, which reprisal measures 
hit innocent people for acts not originating with them but 
with certain individual fellow-citizens, the two following 
conditions must certainly be complied with: sljla r~t.ee.
1* first, that the reprisal meauures must be af\ exfrgomo moans 

to protect the safety of the occupant and therefore only 
to be applied if the actual authors of the adts which give 
rise to reprisals cannot be found and punished;

2. then, that there must be a due proportion between the act 
which gives rise to reprisal measures and the reprisal measu
res themselves;

Considering that in the opinion of the Court neither 
of these two conditions was complied with in the cases under 
consideration;

Considering then with regard to the first act chnrged
iWIfiLfri?that the first condition v/as not complied with now that it has 
been definitely established at the sitting that some days before* 
the execution of the five hostages the German authorities were
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already on the track of the author or authors of the attack 
at ROTTERDAM and that the accused knev/ this, while it has not 
appeared in one single respect that there was an urgent neces
sity to resort at once to the taking of measures against Jtoe 
innocent persons without awaiting the result of a proper 
investigation, all the more so that the atta ck in question 
failed and not one German soldier was killed or wounded by it; 
that the second condition laid down was also not complied with, 
there being In the Court’s opinion no due proportion between 
the abortive attack on the one hand and the shooting of five 
innocent hostages, only one of Y/hom moreover was arrested after 
the attack, on the other;

Considering with rerard to the second utri charged
that in this case too the aforesaid first condition cannot 
be considered to have been complied with for the shooting 
of ten so-called "communists" as a repirsal for the killing 
of one German non-commissioned officer in HAARLE1* occurred 
only three days after the act had taken place so that there 
can have been no talk of a proper inquiry as to the author 
or authors;

Considering that counsel has also put forward th* 
defence with regard to this point that the state of emergency 
v;ould Justify the fact that this condition was not fully com
plied with in the present instance, this defence being illus
trated thus, that in view of the military situation In which 
Germany found itself and seeing the many attacks v/hich had 
already taken place in the neighbourhood of HAARLElf direct 
interverntion v/as necessary for reasons of prestige and self- 
preservation, and that there was here thus a question of 
military necessity;

Considering that the Court most emphatically rejects 
this defence;

Considering then thnt this propostion would lead 
to the pernicious theory that:
"Kriegsraison geht vor Kriegsmanier" (the arguments of war 
take precedence over the manner of warfare) and that it is 
a generally recognised rule of International law that mili
tary necessity may not cause the rules of international law 
regarding was ani occupation to be put on one side, otherwise 
in'ernational law would become entirely illusory on this point;

Considering indeed that this rule is based on the 
following, that the rules which international law has drawn 
up on this point have been given expressly in the knowledge 
that conflicts Y/ith the claims of military necessity could 
here arise and precisely in order to put definite limits to 
what may occur with impunity in war and to the means by which 
it may be tried with impunity to attain the objects of the war, 
and that on these grounds conflicts foreseen by the internatio
nal legislator and for which for that reason he wished to make 
a regulation cannot naturally put this regulation on one side;

Considering that the second condition is also not 
complied with in this case, for even if it may not be possible 
to lay down fixed rules about the "due proportion" mentioned 
there, the shooting of ten Nehterlands civilians, of whom it

-in-
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in no way appeared that they were concerned in that attack, 
for one German non-commissioned officer killed must in any 
case be considered as much too extr&ne;

Considering with regard to the third act charged (PUTi'EM.) 
that here, too, neither of the aforementioned conditions was 
complied with, in fact in this case it has not appeared that 
a serious inquiry after the author of authors was started befoi 
the retaliatory measures described above were taken the very 
day after that of the attack, this causing all the more sur
prise from the fact that the wounded and kidnapped German 
officer was again in German hands on the early morning of 
Monday 2nd October 19^i thus already before the reprisal 
measures were carried out, it following from this that it 
can in every way be assumed that a seriously undertaken in
vestigation could have led to the discovery of the author(s) 
of the attack;
that further, in the opinion of the Court there is no due pro
portion in this case also between the attack on two German 
officers on the one hand on the other the burning to the 
ground of a part of PUT TEN village and the evacuation of women 
and children and deportation 6f a great part of the male popu
lation to the country of the occupant;

Considering that Counsel in this connection has further 
advanced that hostages could have been shot with impunity here 
8nd that thus a fortiori the lesser reprisals which were ac
tually carried out could take place with impunity;

Considering that the Court rejects this defehce because, 
apart from the fact that the killing of hostages in the case 
under discussion certainly could not have taken place with 
impunity because the first mentioned condition was in no way 
complied with, the reprisal measures actually taken, by which 
the liberty, the rights of the family and the property of a 
great number of innocent citizens were violated, while there 
was also the chance of still more serious results, certainly 
weigh heavier thaii the killing of a single or very small number 
of civilians;

Considering that counsel has further argued that even 
had the accused's aforesaid actions been contrary to the laws 
and customs of war he. accused, Knew nothing about them, so that 
here the plan demanded for a conviction is lacking;

Considering that the Court judges this defence also 
to be fully refuted bjr what has been weighed with regard to the 
evidence in this connection;

Considering furthermore that, as has appeared at the 
sitting from his own statements as well as from those of wit
ness RAUTER, the accused to account for his demand that hos
tages be shot as a result of the attacks at ROTTERDAM and 
HAARLEM, has always appealed to a "BeSilM by th«j O.K.W. and to 
"Ftthrerbefehlen and has not stated that he considered the 
measures asked for by him, as well as those which he ordered 
with regard to PUTTEN, to be justified by the rules of war;

Considering that the Court is then also of the opinion 
that the accused indeed bothered little or not at all about 
the question as to '‘what might or night not'1 according to the 
rules of war, but his statement that after having received the 
order from the O.K.W. regarding the attack at ROTTERDAM he 
said: "Jetzt haben wir die Hordschweinerei da", a^so shows
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that he must have been fully aware that with his demands and 
orders in question he had gone outside the limits within V7hich 
the rules of land warfare allow what would otherwise be a crime;

/further Considering/that counsel has in addition advanced that the
accused is not punishable because when he committed the actions char« 
ged against hii^-ag^which have been declared proved he found himself 
in a state of •ea^eehey (Nothstand), as the attacks called a con
flict of legaC interests into being for hlm.namely, the safety of 
the German V/ehrmacht on the one hand and the interests of the 
Netherlands population on the other;

Considering that the Court holds that this argument too As 
incorrect and rejects it on the grounds that a state of emergency 
such as that mentioned only comes into question when an immediate
ly threatening danger exists which can only be removed by taking 
immediate action, which cannot be said of the attacks now under 
consideration;

Considering that counsel as a grounds for exclusion has also 
appealed to the fact that the accused committed the actions charged 
against him by order of his superiors, namely the "Oberkommando 
der nehrmacht" (G.K.V7.);

Considering that this argument also fails;
Considering that it has already been decided above that the 

aforesaid actions v/ere contrary to the lav/s and customs of war and 
therefore illegitimate, also that the accused must have been aware 
of this, from which the illegitimacy of the said orders follows;

Considering that in the law on the customs of war as thi3 
has developed in the last few years it is generally voiced that 
a subordinate who has committed a crime can only successfully appeal 
to an order received to that effect from his superior if he did 
not know that this order was illegitimate and it could not be 
excepted of him that he should know of this Illegitimacy, while 
ir this Is not the case the appeal can at most lead to the acceptant 
of extenuating circumstances for the subordinate;

Considering that it may furthermore be remarked here that 
only with regard to the first act charged has the accused appealed 
tcviapirect order by the O.K.W.;

Considering that counsel has also spoken of the conception 
of "duress” although he has made no definite appeal to this, and 
has given it as his opinion that non-compliance by the accused 
with the above orders could have meant danger to life for him, 
perhaps even the loss of his own life;

Qonsidering that this defence too does not stand because the 
high position occupied by the accused, who moreover as has been 
established was a protégé of GOEKING's^in the Court*s opinion makes 
this danger improbable while furhfcer even had it existed for the 
accused lie ought to have risked it, for as Wehrmachtsbefehlshaber 
It was his lawful duty to protect the lives of the population;

Considering that at the end of his speech for the defence 
counsel has remarked further that the maximum punishment which 
can be Inflicted on the accused on conviction is three years' 
imprisonment ;

-considering-
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Considering that the Court also cannot agree with 
this from the very fact that what has been declared proved 
with regard to the accused does not constitute one of the 
crimes specified in articlt 91 of the Military Penal Code: 
(See footnote);

Considering moreover that both from article 27a of the 
Extraordinary Penal Law Decree, which next to the violation 
of international law and of the rules of humanity refers to 
66her acts punishable by Netherlands law, as well as from 
the history of how this article came into being, the legis
lator having wished next to the rule for Netherlands military 
men laid down in article 91 of the Military Penal Code to mak« 
a special rule for those who, when in the war, state or 
public service of or for the enmy, act contrary to interna
tional law and to humanity, it follows most clearly that with 
the acts punishable according Netherlands lav/ referred to in 
article 27a of the Extraordinary Penal Code article 91 of 
the Military Penal Code is particularly not meant, but on the 
contrary what are meant are those punishable acts which do 
not make the violation of an international obligation punish
able as such tut nhich ptotect those legal interests which are 
affected^ by such violation of international law;

Considering that the Special Cpurt does nGt deem proved 
anything more or otherwised charged against the accused than 
has been declared proved above and therefore in respect to 
that an acquittal should follow;

Ccusldcring that with regard in particular to what appeas 
in the opening of the indictment and under 3 primary the 
Court does not consider it proved that as a result of accusedAs 
action the majority of the men deported to Germany died in 
horrible circumstances;

Considering with rsĝ rd to this that It has not been 
proved that the accused knew or must have known that the 
deported men would be put into a concentration camp in
Germany, and where It has been proved that the death of the
majority of these men was the result of being in such a camp 
that result cannot In the penal sense be called a result 
of the actions of the accused which have been declared proved;

Considering moreover that it lias been established that 
the death of these men was the result of their being in 
German concentration camps and that they were there as the 
result of an order^ which was issued after consultation between
the chief of staff of the B.B.N. and the Sicherheitsdienst,
while it has in no way been established that this further 
order was a result which could be reasonably expected of 
the first order given by the accused and declared to have 
been proved, so thht the Court can let the question drop 
as tejwhether the accused had any share in this second order 
of which nothing appears in the indictment;
(footnote)
Art, 91* Mil* Penal Code:
*'Ke who intentionally acts against the enemy contrary to 
any provision appearing in a pact holding good between the 
Netherlands and the power with which the Netherlands Is at 
war or to any regulation laid down as a result of such pact 
shall be punished with at most three years imprisonment.
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Considering that what has been declared proved constitutes 
the crimes of*
During the time of the present war and before 15 ¿¡ay 19^5 when 
in the uollvo military service of the enemy being guilty of any 
war crime as expressed in article 6 under x> of the Charter of 
the London Agreement of (3th August 19^5» repeated several times, 
and of any crime against humanity as expressed in article 6 under 
C of the said Chnrter, provided for and made pnnishable by arti
cles 27A and 28 of the Extraordinary Penal Law Decree and article
57 of the Ponal Code, which crimes also contain the elements of- 
or at anyrate show the greatest similarity to -the following 
acts punishable according to Netherlands law*
1. by misuse of authority intentionally inciting to murder, com

mitted several times;
2. by misuse of authority intentionally inciting deliberate arson 

through which there is fear of common danger to property, 
committed several times;

3. by misuse of authority intentionally inciting the deliberate 
and illegal destruction of any property belonging to another, 
committed several times;
by misused of authority intentionally inciting kidnapping, 
committed several times;

5. during the time of the present war intentionally exposing 
another to kidnapping by the enemy, committed several times, 
this act in several cases having resulted in loss of liberty 
for more than one month;

6. by misuse of authority intentionally inciting the "by force 
illegibly compelling another to do something", committed 
several times;

which crimes have respectively been provided for and made pun
ishable in Netherlands law by articles l*7» 57, 289, 157» 350 
and 278 of the Penal Code, articles 26, 1, 11, and 28 of the 
Extraordinary Penal Law Decree and 28*t of the Penal Code;

Considering that the accused is therefore punishable, no 
circumstance having appeared which *vould remove or excluded 
his liability to punishment;

Considering with rerarti to the punishment to be inflicted 
on the accused:
that accused was one of the three chief personnages who made the 
years of the occupation a hell for Ketherlanders, a man who to
gether with the Reich Commissioner, SEYSS EiQUALX and the General 
of the Y/affen SS, hAUTLR, helped to spread a wave of National- 
Socialist terrorism over our Country and who, as a worshipper 
of HITLER and a prcfc££S of GOERIHG,under the motto of "the end 
justifies the means" did everything in his power ruthlessly 
(rticksichtlos) to help further the victory of the Third Great 
Reich, but the Court on the other hand wishes to take into 
account the already advanced age of the accused as well as the 
circumstanced that of the aforesaid three chief personnages 
he was undoubtedly the least guilty, and as a General in the 
army often found himself in a very difficult position as a result 
of superior orders;

In view further of article 27 of the Penal Code:

Ac'rJlnl̂ LQrinr. the .Law,:
Declares the accused guilty of the acts qualified and 

declared proved above and therefore punishable;
-Sentences-
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Sentences him on that account to Twelve Years1 imprison
ment}

Decrees that the time spent in detention by the condemned 
since 15th January 19^6 be subtracted in full when serving this 
sentence of imprisonment;

Declares not proved anything more or otherwise charged 
against the accused than has been declared proved above;

Acquits him of such.

Sentence passed by
President 
Judge
Military Judge,

Clerk of the 
Court)

and pronounced at the public sitting of the aforesaid Special 
Court on 12th August 19̂ 8.

S/H.H. KIRCHHEINER S/de VOS van STEENWIJK
I'. van ECK 
K. van ALLER*

Dr. Baron J.A.G. de VOS van STEENWIJK, 
Dr. Professor D. van ECK,
Rear-Admiral K. van ALLER,
in the presence of 
Dr. H.H. KIRCiQii.IUER,

JV.
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TEL.: TERminus 3081 Russell Square House
Russell Square 
London, V/.C.l.

Dear Miss Sweeny,

Thank you for your letter of 2 September 1949 and 
the enclosed translations of judgments in the cases against 
Ahlbrecht, Beck and Gerbig.

In regard to your inquiry I have to advise you that 
no more translations will be required in future as the study 
of Dutch trials and the report upon them will be concluded 
in about two or three weeks.

I thank you very much for your kind cooperation in 
the matter.

Yours sincerely,

J. J. Litawski 
Consiltant
Division of Human Rights

Miss J.Sweeny,
Secretary to Dr.M.W.liouton, 
Carel van Bijlandtlaan 1, 
The Hague.
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